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Bobbling 
the Head
Balancing the Head on the Spine

Do you remember those animal toys that you would see sitting in the 

back of the car and whose heads would bobble with every gyration and 

bump? The intention of this article is to encourage us all to find a little 

freedom in the neck and let our heads go with the flow instead of leading us 

around like lemmings. We tend to keep our head and necks very rigid as if 

this “stability” will give us a firmer grip on reality. These endearing bobble-

head toys are instructive role models encouraging us to let go and allow a 

gentle wobble at the base of the skull as we meander through our days. We 

could also aspire to the rhythmic and subtle floating action in the cervical 

vertebra that one sees in exquisite Indian dance. After this series—which 

can be part of a longer workout or just a break between chores—take the 

yoga on the road. Bobble your head as you walk and drive and you will 

find it will leave you a lot less stressed, and more open to possibility even if 

colleagues and family may find it amusing, if not certifiable!

Bowling Ball Reality— 
PosturalConsiderations

Our heads are heavy, weighting about 15 pounds of solid and not so 

solid matter. Robbie Gitlin, D.O., our anatomy teacher on a recent teacher-

training course brought in a bowling ball to shock our teachers into a 

real sense of what a head actually weighs. While some of us struggled to 

just lift the ball off the ground, Robbie pointed out that a few degrees of 

misalignment of our bowling ball-head can cause lifetimes of tension and 

compensation in the muscular structure of the neck and shoulder area. 

When we sit or stand with our head even a few degrees forward of its 

spinal support, do we ever consider how this 15 pounds is being borne 

by our poor neck, shoulders, spine, pelvis and even feet? Forward Head 

Posture—the more technical term for this postural lethargy—can also 

create compression around the chest and heart, headaches, respiratory 

problems, digestive disorders, hormonal disturbances. Do I need to say 

more? So what can we do about it? Well, first determine if posture is an 

issue for you. This first exercise is a simple way to check your alignment, 

particularly on days that have been over stressful.

By Mary Paffard
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Finding the Axis—
Tadasana at the Corner

Stand in Tadasana close to a corner like the edge of a 

pillar or a doorframe (Figure 1). Your heels want to be hip 

width apart and a few inches away from the actual corner. 

Let your tailbone, a point in your upper back and the 

back of the head be the only points touching the corner. 

There should be a natural curve in the lumbar and the 

neck where the body is not in contact with the corner. 

Does it feel a long way back for your head? It may create 

discomfort and feel counter productive to try and reverse 

habits of years by forcing the head back. But just becoming 

aware of how off axis we are is a good first step and any 

encouragement to lengthen the spine through the crown of 

the head will in time help bring the head back into balance. 

Some students may find that they feel as if the corner is 

pushing their head forward and this may indicate that they 

tend to stand leaning back in the upper body; it may also 

indicate a larger, more rounded head! This exercise will not 

guarantee perfect alignment but is simply a helpful tool in 

noting our tendencies. The majority of beginning students 

will find their head is a bit away from the corner. After 

five-ten relaxed breaths in this position, take a little walk 

imagining that you still have those points of contact with 

the corner. When students walk like this—elongated, even 

regal!—yoga teachers realize that they could easily become 

redundant. Fortunately for us, students forget, drift back 

into postural neglect and need to come back to class.

Elongating Through Image 
and Prop

Imagery is exquisitely helpful with posture. Envision a 

point on the crown of your head being magnetically drawn 

up to the ceiling. Alternatively, for the more masochistic 

of you, imagine someone pulling a hair on the top of 

your head so that your spine unravels itself without any 

muscular effort. In India, women carry huge loads on the 

crowns of their heads and walk with a grace and ease that 

would make all our chiropractors join the redundant yoga 

teachers. We can substitute a small sandbag or even an eye 

bag for their ten-gallon container of water and, with just 

a smidgeon of weight, gain the impetus to find our full 

height (Figure 2). A student recently reported to me that 

she had amazed her health practitioner by gaining half 
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an inch at her annual medical exam. And this is not an 

uncommon story among yoga students. Those of us who 

have been doing yoga for decades notice now how friends 

(non yogis of course!) of our age are shrinking.

Formalizing the Bobble
If this is all too nebulous for you, use the image of a 

pencil that sits on the top of your head and is sufficiently 

long to touch the ceiling. Try this in a seated position but 

make sure your spine is as aligned as in Tadasana and you 

have the same sense of contact and grounding with your 

sitting bones as through your feet (Figure 3). Now, slowly 

and precisely move the point of the pencil around on the 

ceiling in a small circle. Notice how easily it becomes an 

ellipse. Change directions after three-four circles. For 

variety, try a figure of eight but keep the movements 

very small. This simple, little exercise is very helpful in 

balancing the wee muscles in the neck and both creating 

support and releasing unnecessary tension. You can also 

move the pencil to the nose and in Pinocchio fashion, 

inscribe small circles on the wall opposite in a similar 

fashion. Finish with an image of length through the crown 

and a gentle bobbling of the head. Move from the precision 

of these pencil movements to a more subtle spontaneous 

floating sensation, where there is a sense of welcoming the 

unknown, the less predictable.

Side Bending Sigh
Continue sitting. Tilt the head to the left side, bringing 

the left ear toward the top of the shoulder but without 

lifting the shoulders (Figure 4). Imagine a sack of potatoes 

on the right shoulder. Breath into the typical “iron girders” 

that exist for most of us on this side of the neck and then 

bring your left fingertips to the top of the right ear to 

encourage the tilt to the left side. Use your right fingers 

to massage deep into these enmeshed muscles, allowing a 

sigh or groan to accompany any release, as in Figure 5. Use 

your left hand to guide the head back to center after four-

five breaths here. Closing the eyes, bobble the head gently 

and notice how different the sides feel. Repeat on the other 

side. Which side is denser? Does it relate to the side that 

you hold the phone with?

Shoulder Shrug
Raise your shoulder 

blades toward your ears, 

imagining that someone is 

lifting your whole shoulder 

girdle for you (Figure 6). 

Keep them as high up as 

possible for two-three 

relaxed breaths—upper 

neck supremely soft—and 

then, with an exhalation, 

let the whole shoulder 

girdle drop and enjoy the 

giraffe like sensation as 

the shoulders release and 

the neck is free. Cultivate 

a sense of expansiveness 

through the heart area, 

which is the energetic 

fulcrum or balancing point 

for the head. Repeat once 

more. Watch the tendency 

to hold your breath when 

you raise your shoulders 

like this.

Shoulder Opener
Standing tall, organically unfold your left arm up 

toward the ceiling, feeling its connection with the core of 

the body. Keep the neck soft and occasionally bobble the 

head. As soon as we raise our arms, we often overuse our 

neck muscles to do this. (See the article by Baxter Bell in 

this current issue for further help with arm and shoulder 

movements.) Bend the elbow, letting the left lower arm drop 

behind the head (Figure 7). Use the right fingertips to draw 

the elbow point up toward the ceiling and in a backward 

direction. Don’t force this movement but coax the opening 

in the shoulder and armpit area, keeping the neck super 

soft and breathing into and out of the restrictions. Tighter 

shoulders will be working more at the angle indicated in 

Figure 8. Repeat on the other side, holding the position for 

five exhales or until you’ve had enough!
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Bobbling Tree Pose
Let’s complete the active practice with a popular balancing pose and 

see if we can keep the neck relaxed and bobbling. After checking your 

alignment at the corner, stand near the wall in Tadasana; if you have 

trouble balancing and keeping the neck soft, use the wall for support 

(Figure 9). Bend your left knee out to the side and draw the leg up so 

that the inside of the left foot rests on either the inside of the lower leg, 

knee, or if possible, the thigh—the higher the better. Float the head 

on a lengthened spine and extend the arms up, just as you did in the 

shoulder opener but both at the same time. Keep the neck soft as you 

let the limbs reach for the sky and the feet root down into the ground. 

Can you keep a sense of equilibrium without over-using your neck 

muscles? Where do you balance from when you let your head float or 

bobble? (Figure 10) Release the arms first, extending them out to the 

sides from the heart, then release the leg, pausing in Tadasana before 

you go to the other side. Explore other standing poses with this kind of 

freedom in the neck and see how it refreshes and brings a novel sense 

of enquiry into familiar poses.

Heart-in-Neck Roll
Lie down in constructive rest (Figure 11). Use a small neck roll behind 

the neck. Allow the neck to feel supported but not forced upward, so the 

throat energy can melt back. Completely relax the jaw and let the mouth 

be very slightly open, while still breathing through the nose if possible. 

As you relax, imagine the breath flowing through the neck, connecting 

head to heart and letting go of any of the unnecessary tension or rigidity 

around this gateway to the heart. There was a sweet (and fleeting) sense 

after my first yoga classes that my head actually belonged to my body 

and was part of a unit! We live with a sense of separation between 

our hearts and our heads, which is reflected in the way we stand and 

move in the world. By freeing the neck and letting the head be led by 

the heart, we move into a deeper sense of harmony with our world 

and ourselves.

Mary Paffard has been teaching yoga locally, 
nationally and internationally since 1985. 
She is Director of Teacher Training at Yoga 
Mendocino in Ukiah, CA, and is a Co-
founder of the Cuba-U.S. Yoga Exchange. 
www.maryyoga.com  (All photos taken at 
Piedmont Yoga Studio in Oakland, CA.)
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